Pulp & Paper Industry Lubrication Systems

ATEX certified, waterproof & dust-proof lubrication for pulp & paper machinery

ATS Electro-Lube manufacture the most reliable, most durable automatic lubricators available, making them the number one choice for pulp & paper industry (PPI) maintenance.

ATEX certified for explosive areas and fine particle environments, our products lead the market in safety for PPI automatic lubrication.

They suit any PPI application, will prevent ingress of contaminants, water, and steam, and significantly extend machinery life.

Features

- ATEX certified lubrication systems
- Waterproof, dust-proof, steam-proof
- Eliminate contaminant and water ingress
- 24 hour lubrication for continuously running machinery
- Most reliable automatic lubrication products available
- Feed 12 bearings or lube points from a single unit
- Run 10m lubrication lines to hazardous points
- Operating temperature range -40°C to +60°C

Benefits

- Suitable for use in even the most extreme environments
- Increase PPI plant productivity
- Significantly reduce machinery failure
- Extend life of PPI machinery
- Reduce reactive maintenance hours & lubricant cost
- Service dangerous lubrication points from safe working area
- Lubricate even whilst machinery is operating
- Fully customisable control options

Lubrication for a huge range of pulp & paper applications, including...